Project presentations - CS 485
Day 2: Thursday, Dec. 7

If you’re not presenting today: Takes notes on presentations. Write reflections on one of the projects with at least two short paragraphs: one paragraph summarizing the work (include the main research question, what they did, and what they found), and one paragraph with your questions about the work or future work, and any other thoughts. Submit via Gradescope, “Exercise 8: Project presentation writeup.”

Presentations today:

1. AITA Verdict Prediction using BERT for classification - Andrew Hall, Yangyang Lin

2. Paraphrase Detection - Fu-Fan Chiu, Vibhu Mogalapalli, Saharsh Yeruva

3. Navigating Layoffs: Examining support networks and sentiment dynamics in Linkedin online discourse - Ishita Kakkar, Roshan Lamichhane, Tanvi Kandepuneni

4. Utilizing NLP techniques to build a resume screener and enhance job matchings - Aditya Vasisht, Jackson Durant, Nikhil Sumesh, Pranav Pallavalli

5. Supervised classifier on forms of law - Bhumik Gangwani, Cyprien Dzialo, Theodore Calianos

6. Sequential Sentence Classification of Research Abstracts - Angelika Ladia, Jocelyn Velazquez, Sneha Pullanoor

7. Analyzing the Use of Synthetic Data in Sentiment Analysis - Lucas Barrett, Braeden Callaghan


10. Using Neural Networks to Predict Personality - Nicholas Santos, Ryan Zaid